EDIT ON MACBOOK AIR pdf
1: Real life editing experiences with a MacBook Air and Final Cut Pro X
Dont forget to leave me a comment if you want to see how I edit my other videos. I also have more macbook videos
coming very soon! If you want to see how I edit my thumb nails let me know in the.

Tweet We had the opportunity to test out a top of the range MacBook Air and naturally we thought it would
be a good idea to see how it performed with Final Cut Pro X. We reveal some very dramatic performance
figures. The machine supplied was a top of the range 13 inch model, 1. The machine is small, but not as small
as you would expect if you are a Retina MacBook Pro user. Previously in a comparison to a MacBook Pro, the
Air would look very svelte against its bigger brother packing a spinning hard disk. Now that the MacBook Pro
has built in flash memory, the back thickness of the two machines is very similar. The two little holes on the
right of those are microphones. Power consumption on the MBA is very low and working on the machine
doing web browsing or email is possible all day long without a top-up. The moment you stress the MBA with
a render, the fan kicks in and battery life will drop a lot more quickly. The front of the MBA chamfers down to
almost nothing, the Retina is the same thickness front to back. Our first impression was not one of the size, but
the display. As a comparison, the cheapest 13 inch Retina MacBook Pro has a native resolution of x The lack
of a second Thunderbolt port could prove to be a problem. All peripherals apart from one would have to be
passthrough and not end of chain devices. USB to Ethernet adaptors could be utilised to get around this
problem. So having powered the machine up and done any software upgrades that were needed, we ran the
Blackmagic Speed test. But will you be using the internal memory for video files? There is some good news
and some very bad news. This would give the machines the opportunity to write or cache any files it needed.
We then averaged the times 24 Seconds to open the project on a 2. Which is pretty impressive performance for
a machine that is much lower powered and under half the price! Final Cut Pro X relies heavily on the graphics
card or chip of a machine to do all the heavy lifting effects work. Just start a new project, then drop the title on
to the timeline. FCPX will ask you about resolutions, just click ok. The Retina MBP rendered the title in 34
seconds, which is about what we expected in comparison with the other office machines. A huge difference
that we we not expecting. Double or triple the time maybe, but not by this massive factor. So what is the
problem? And sadly that is where we had to leave the testing, rather pointless carrying on after such a poor
performance for rendering. The MacBook Air is a small and light machine that is perfect for somebody who
travels, surfs the web, answers emails and maybe is away from a power socket for the whole day. Another
great alternative and cheaper would be a Retina iPad with a bluetooth keyboard case. This combo seems to be
very popular with train travellers and has the advantage over a MBA of a touch screen. If you want to edit on
the MacBook Air, you will find it limiting. The lack of a retina screen and the pixel real estate will take its toll
on your eyes and compromise usability. Plugging up an external monitor is possible, but that will stress the
GPU even more. We hoped that the MBA would be the perfect computer for shooter journalists to edit their
reports on, but after out tests we think that the cheapest Retina MacBook Pro would provide a much better
option. You will find it very slow should you want to put together anything more than a very simple timeline.
Have to say we are disappointed.
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2: Weâ€™ll be back - Apple Support Community
My backpack-friendly editing system is now an 11" MacBook Air (Mid , 2GHz i7, 8 GB RAM) and a few USB3
bus-powered drives. Editing p, and even p, from those tiny little drives is a breeze.

It was interesting as the mail we received was split down the middle. So we decided to contact everybody who
had posted a comment or had emailed in saying they were editing on a MBA and asked them to share their
thoughts and experiences. I had been editing for several years on a Mac Pro. Like many, I have struggled over
the last year or more with the decision to buy or not to buy a beefier Pro. But even the crazy priced
top-of-the-line ones did not benchmark fast enough to justify the cost. I would wait and wait, and wait for the
next Pro. I have never looked back. Editing p, and even p, from those tiny little drives is a breeze. If the
project is small enough, working straight from the flash drive is a dream. My work desk is a constantly
shifting spiderweb of USB3 cables and portable drives. When I am in the office I plug into a hub, a speaker
system and a monitor. It works for the most part, but due to the processor hit I only use it for client meetings.
There is something satisfying about projects living on portable drives. Back-ups are easier too. At the end of
the project I just pop the portable drive on the shelf, et voila; three redundant backups. Once every month or
so, we backup the Drobo and move that disc offsite. It was a great machine, but since my Air is always with
me in my backpack, I stopped using the iMac. Sure, I will likely buy the new Mac Pro in December or
whenever , and it will be awesome working at super speed. The dual GPU setup is very exciting. The lack of
internal drives? It will feel right at home in my spiderweb. The i7 is a good upgrade because it effectively
doubles the cores because it supports hyperthreading. Great for churning through video. Far from the ideal
hard drive, but fast enough. So far the program is quite snappy, with the skimming very responsive. The
biggest downside as has been mentioned is the small screen size. I did a quick test outputting one of the videos
that was over 4 minutes. No rendering had been done. From the time I hit save until the time the master file
appeared it took 3: I was initially quite concerned that the machine would not be powerful enough for an
FCPX edit, but I did not have the budget to afford the 15" MBP with the discrete graphics. So far, I have been
pretty thrilled and surprised that this little laptop sometimes feels snappier than my 27" iMac! And finally Ken
Kreshtool told us about his rendering experiences. I use the Air for all kinds of very-small-project edits, and
never had it take very long to render anything. I had a similar â€” but fundamentally different â€” experience
from you. I started the "Far, Far Away" render. But when I asked FCPX to quit, the symptoms seem like
FCPX is taking time to write whatever it has already rendered to disk, and is then ready to start with a fresh
and open mind. Now, quitting and restarting FCPX in the middle of a render is a pretty crude way of getting
responsiveness. But it works on my Air. The "Far Far Away" render must be a whale! We had other people
comment that stopping and then restarting the render sped things up enormously. As always, please feel free to
add your MacBook Air editing story in the comments below.
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3: Macbook Air for Photo Editing? | MacRumors Forums
YouTuber Kraig Adams has tested it and says, "Great news! It's totally possible to edit 4K video footage on the new
MacBook Air." It edits just fine.

The Macbook Air was designed for surfing the internet and writing documents, not editing. I have a MacBook
Air with a 1. I wouldnt say that was a machine only designed for surfing the internet and writing documents,
would you? Aug 11, Geek Talker said: Nor does the Mac Mini. Or the forthcoming Mac Pro. I can use mine
specs in my post above to edit in Final Cut Pro X perfectly fine. Those who talk about it not having enough
internal storage space dont know what they are talking about. You dont edit and render on the same internal
drive that runs the program in the first instance. You render files and edit on an external disk, referred to as a
scratch disk - preferably not USB at all, since USB sends data in packets. You want a constant stream of data
for video editing, hence FireWire or ThunderBolt are preferred. I know plenty of people who use a MacBook
Air as their only system. At home its docked with a larger external display, an external keyboard and mouse,
external peripherals etc, and it makes a high spec computer setup, and plenty of people I know edit in this way.
So, although the Air is a very cable editing machine, should you get one primarily for editing? The MacBook
Air is a portable machine. Excellent for on-the-go usage. Great for reviewing footage and basic edits. For
larger projects, whether in iMovie or FCPX, the render files are larger, and the time taken to render is higher.
This means the CPU works harder for longer periods of time, and what does this cause? Although the Air has
good cooling, and the new Haswell CPUs are much more efficient, the tolerances on the Air arent as good as
the Pro range. The MacBook Pros have a better cooling system and can tolerate higher temperatures. They are
built and geared more towards being portable workhorse machines. Its the cooling system and its heat
tolerances. The MacBook Air is a superbly portable machine. I have one myself - the max spec 11" model.
However, I dont feel its built to be a workhorse machine for full on editing. Hence the reason why Im waiting
on the new MacBook Pro refresh coming in the next month or two, where I will pick up a 15" max spec retina
to use as my main workhorse, my main editing machine. If its a secondary machine to supplement your main
editing machine, then get the Air. You need a scratch disk that holds all your project and render files. An
external Hard Drive is fine for editing, and FireWire, or Thunderbolt, transfer data more then fast enough for
your editor anyway - so its like the drive was internally attached to your system in the first instance. The air is
a good laptop, but it will be smarter to get the Pro. The Air can do everything that the Pro is able to do. Its just
how efficiently its able to do it, and how long its able to do it for before heat becomes an issue, since the
cooling systems in the Pro range are better then the Air due to the extra space available within the chassis.
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4: Top 10 Best Free Video Editing Software in for Mac Users
So I have been using the MacBook Air as my main editing machine for almost 2 years now and it has been a great
companion. Well at least for p video editing.

However, you may want to take look at another software - Filmora- before you decide to use the one you like.
Wondershare Filmora for Mac Wondershare Filmora for Mac offers some persuasive advantages over other
video editing tools available for Apple Mac. It not only includes basic video editing tools but also provides
various advanced video effects for you to apply: Complete all classic video editing like crop, trim, cut, split
and combine in a few clicks. Make your footage look like Hollywood film with color tuning tool. Make good
use of your music with Audio Mixer and Audio Equalizer. Exclusive Action Cam Tool allows you to cut and
merge large action cam footages within minutes. Convert your edited to any popular video format or fit video
to mobile devices. How to Edit Videos with Wondershare Filmora originally Wondershare Video Editor
Import Media Files Upload media files from your computer or transport from all kinds of cameras, smart
phones and elsewhere. Or directly drag-n-drop them to the program. Edit Your Video Easily complete basic
video editing by clicking the icons above the timeline. Add different video effects and filters to personalize it.
For advanced video editing, you can easily create green screen effects. The latest iMovie 11 is a great and free
video editor for Mac with many great features such as movie trailer, one step effect, audio editing, etc. And in
just a few steps, you can share your movies to YouTube or export videos for your iPhone, iPad, etc. However,
iMovie is only free if you buy a new Mac. And when getting started with iMovie, you will find it hard to
master this software. All in all, iMovie is one of the best free video editing software for Mac users and
receives good reputation. You can learn some iMovie video editing tips and trick at how to use iMovie. Audio
is copyrighted, so you need to download royalty-free music by yourself 2. Avidemux Avidemux is another
great free video editor designed for simple cutting, filtering and encoding tasks. High compatibility with many
video formats is the highlight of this free video editing software for Mac. You can also cut ads from a TV
recording, or just save a small part of the video. It also offers some filters to use, such as color correction. You
can apply these filters to your video to make it more beautiful. Clean and easy to use interface; Open source
software without built-in purchase Cons: Exporting process is slack, which means it will take longer time 3. It
is a good video editor for beginners to learn and train video editing skills. If you just want to mae some basic
editing without having to spend too much time, OpenShot can be one of your best choices. Apart from doing
basic video editing, you can also render 3D animation. This free editor for Mac also supports more than 70
languages. No need to worry about the language barrier to stop you from editing video. Provide free built in
effects and animations; Support 3D title Cons: Buggy at times; It freezes and crashes often 4. ZS4 Video
Editor ZS4 Video Editor is a free video editor for Mac which provides media experts with a facility to
combine a variety of media types into one or more output file s. Besides Mac, it is also available for Windows
and Linux. ZS4 Video Editor comes with over built-in video effects which can help you bring your videos to
the next level instantly. More importanly, you can use it to combine various media files into one, like video,
audio and photo. With this all-in-one editor, no more needs to install too many annoying apps. You can edit
photos, videos, and audio files It is easy to use Pros: More than built-in video effects; unlimited tracks Cons:
User interface is not friendly 5. Besides, it offers text features to display credits, section titles, or karaoke
lyrics with fully editable font, size, type, color, style, alignment, and scroll direction. You can use it to create
slide shows Supports capturing desktop and editing video Pros: Includes twelve studio-quality effects; Create
slide shows Cons: Kdenlive Although the development team has moved full-stream-ahead on Linux, you can
still use this excellent free video editor on Mac with packages available via MacPorts. You can create 2D titles
to light up project like aligning texts and rotating. For editing huge size of video file, it offers proxy to make
the editing experience smoother. It allows you to edit several audio and video tracks You can customize
shortcuts easily Pros: It is open source software Cons: Not friendly for greenhands; Update slowly 2. It can be
used for modeling, rigging, texturing, UV unwrapping, skinning, animating, rendering, water and smoke
simulations, particle and other simulations, non-linear editing, compositing, and creating interactive 3D
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applications, animated film, video games, or other visual effects. Blender has lots of advanced features like
powerful character animation tools, modifier-based modeling tools, a node-based material and compositing
system, Python for embedded scripting and so on. Fast poly modeling tools; Customizable input Cons:
Timeline curve function is a powerful feature for you to add keyframe if you want to edit a specific scene.
Also it offers full 3D editing particle systems to let you release creativity. Multi track timeline you can choose
Trimming video is easy to use You can adjust constant or variable speed Pros: Learning curve is not steep;
Offer advance color grading Cons: Single screen editing workflow is not friendly 2. Lightworks Lightworks is
a professional video editing software for Windows and Mac, its free version offers you limited export option.
It includes video effects, multicam editing, titling, as well as the multi layered timeline approach which is
perfect for advanced video editing needs. People who are not familiar with the video editing process may find
using HitFilm Express difficult. It offers Proxy for 4K More than video effects Pros: High level ideo effects
compositor Cons: It lacks motion graphics feature Conclusion You may have found the best video editor for
Mac after reading this article. Please let us know why you like it.
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5: 4 Ways to Change the Wallpaper on a Mac - wikiHow
It is powerful! I'm using one now (" with GB SSD and GHz Core2Duo). However, the MAcBook Pro is mor powerfull. I
have had no problems however with my Air for editing, except, it can sometimes lag a bit when there are more than 5
applications (excluding finder) open, but the startup time I get is seconds which is awesome!

The password of your macOS user account is also known as your login password. Select your user name from
the list of users. Click the Change Password button, then follow the onscreen instructions. But first try these
simpler solutions: If your keyboard has Caps Lock turned on, the password field shows a Caps Lock symbol.
Try to log in without a password. Try to log in with the Apple ID password that you use for iCloud. If that
works, you should be able to use the new password from then on. At the login screen, keep entering a
password until you see a message saying that you can reset your password using Apple ID. Click next to the
Apple ID message, then follow the onscreen instructions to enter your Apple ID and create a new password.
Log in with your new password. Reset using another admin account If you know the name and password of an
admin account on your Mac, you can use that account to reset the password. Log in with the name and
password of the other admin account. Click , then enter the admin name and password again. Click the Reset
Password button, then follow the onscreen instructions to create a new password: Choose Log Out from the
Apple menu. Log in to your account using your new password. Press and hold the power button until your
Mac turns off. Press the power button again to turn on your Mac. When the Reset Password window appears,
follow the onscreen instructions to create a new password. If you need to connect to Wi-Fi, move your pointer
to the top of the screen and use the Wi-Fi menu to connect. When done, click Restart. If you were able to reset
your password with the Reset Password assistant, log in to your account using your new password. At the
login screen, keep entering a password until you see a message saying that you can reset your password using
your Recovery Key. Click next to the message. The password field changes to a Recovery Key field. Enter
your Recovery Key. Use uppercase characters, and include the hyphens. Follow the onscreen instructions to
create a new password, then click Reset Password when done. In the Terminal window, type resetpassword,
then press Return to open the Reset Password assistant pictured above. Create a new login keychain, if
necessary After resetting your password and logging back in to your account, you might see an alert that the
system was unable to unlock your login keychain. This is expected, because the passwords for your user
account and login keychain no longer match. Just click the Create New Keychain button in the alert. Open
Keychain Access, which is in the Utilities folder of your Applications folder. After you enter your new
password, Keychain Access creates an empty login keychain with no password. Click OK to confirm. Press
the Delete key, then click Delete References. Choose Log Out from the Apple menu to return to the login
screen. Your account password and login keychain password now match again. Mon Sep 24
6: Video editing on a MacBook Air | MacRumors Forums
If you want a lighter and thinner laptop, go for the MacBook air or if you want a high end laptop that is reliable for video
editing and photo editing, plus higher specs than the MacBook Air, go the for MacBook Pro.

7: So how well does a top of the range MacBook Air run Final Cut Pro X?
I use the high end MacBook Pro 15" and that will edit 4K just fine. You don't need a 4K screen to edit and render a video
in 4K using a tool such as final cut x. Any MacBook Air will probably struggle though.

8: can I edit videos on MacBook Air? - Apple Community
HOWEVER, Macbook air is not designed to handle heavy processes like Video Editing. So don't make it do stuff it is not
designed to do. Since I wanted to edit on apple enviroment and didn't have intrest in buying an apple mac (Very
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Expensive), I chose to make my a Hackintosh, Mac OS running on PC (Common windows compatible computer).

9: Mac: MacBook Pro or Air for video editing, photo editing and watching lots of videos? - Apple
I strongly second this -- if you want a wonderful lightweight computer for university, and occasionally edit photos, the
Macbook Air is wonderful. Heck, I'm typing this on one right now. And the computer I do edit on is less powerful than a
top-of-the-line Air.
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